Pre-Approved Public Street Lighting Equipment List

Type PL1 Installations

Post-Top Style

Luminaire(s)
- Louis Poulsen, Kipp, Model: KIP-PT/82W LED/3000K/120-277V/NAT PAINT ALU/T-RSA-4.5 IN/DIM 0-10V/5747920655

Pole(s)
- Louis Poulsen Model: RSA-4.5/14 FT/NAT PAINT ALU/7035020

Short Arm Style

Luminaire(s)
- Gardco, Gullwing, Model: GL13-DIM-3-105LA-6453-WW-UNV-(BLP or NP)-PCR7

Pole(s)
- Valmont Model: DS210-590A140-D1-GV-HH-NC

Type SL1 Installations

Post-Top Style

Luminaire(s)
- Architectural Area Lighting, Providence Medium, Model: MPTC-55W48LED-3K-G3-LE3-DMG-RCD7
- Signify Lumec, UrbanScape, Model: MPTC-55W48LED-3K-G3-LE3-DMG-RCD7

Pole(s)
- Millerbernd Model: ART-A-060-A-200-PT5-R-(GV or GP)-NC2 with 10 in. bolt circle base plate
  - Provide TB2 breakaway base where required
- Valmont Model: DS210-590A200-P2-GV-HH-NC
  - Provide TB2-17/M104 breakaway base where required
- Whatley Composite Model: TS45-D10M-RND-20-DE-(BLK or GRY)-40
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Type SL1 Installations (continued)

**Short Arm Style**

**Luminaire(s)**
- Cooper McGraw-Edison, Galleon II, Model: GALN-SA1C-730-U-T3
  - Revised 4/19/2023: Updated typo from GLAN to GALN
- WE-EF, Model: 111-0483 Luminaire with 111-070 Mount

**Pole(s)**
  - Provide TB2 breakaway base where required
- Valmont Model: DS210-590A200-D1-GV-HH-NC
  - Provide TB2-17/M104 breakaway base where required
- Valmont CMT Model: SB24-D-50-3-HS-PC

Type SL2 Installations

**Luminaire(s)**
- Cooper Streetworks, Archeon, Model: ARCH-M-PA2-50-730-U-(T2R or T3)-AP-PR7-10K
- Cree Lighting, RSW Series, Model: RSWM-A-HT-(2LG or 3ME)-9L-30K7-UL-GY-N-X1
- GE Current, Evolve, Model: ERL1-0-07-(B3 or C3)-30-A-GRAY
- Signify Lumec, RoadFocus, Model: RFS-60W16LED-3K-G2-(R2M or R3M)-UNV-DMG-GY3

**Pole(s)**
  - Provide TB2 breakaway base where required
- Valmont Model: DS32-700A250-4S-GV-HH-NC
  - Provide TB2-17/M104 breakaway base where required
- WJM Model: RTU7001125-G-14S-NC with A95-1-10-48-2-G-S
  - Provide ATB2-17 breakaway base where required
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Type SL3 Installations

Luminaire(s)
- Cooper Streetworks, Archeon, Model: ARCH-M-PA2-100-730-U-(T2R or T3)-AP-PR7-10K
- GE Current, Evolve, Model: ERLH-0-15-(B3 or C3)-30-A-GRAY
- Signify Lumec, RoadFocus, Model: RFM-120W60LED-3K-G2-(R2M or R3M)-UNV-DMG-GY3

Pole(s)
  - Provide TB2 breakaway base where required
- Valmont Model: DS32-750A300-4S-GV-HH-NC
  - Provide TB2-17/M104 breakaway base where required.
- WJM Model: RTU7501130-G-14S-NC with A95-1-10-48-2-G-S
  - Provide ATB2-17 breakaway base where required

Type SL4 Installations

Luminaire(s)
- Cooper Streetworks, Archeon, Model: ARCH-L-PA3-190-730-U-(T2R or T3)-AP-PR7-10K
- GE Current, Evolve, Model: ERL2-0-27-(B3 or C3)-30-A-GRAY
- Signify Lumec, RoadFocus, Model: RFL-200W120LED-3K-G2-(R2M or R3M)-UNV-DMG-GY3

Pole(s)
  - Provide TB2 breakaway base where required
- Valmont Model: DS32-750A286-8S-GV-HH-NC
  - Provide TB2-17/M104 breakaway base where required.
- WJM Model: RTU8001130-G-18S-NC with A95-1-10-96-2-G-S
  - Provide ATB2-17 breakaway base where required

Notes:
- The SL-1, Short Arm Type Luminaire includes the short arm.
- The SL-2, 3, and 4 poles include the luminaire mast arm.
- If street light pole is within clear zone, use breakaway device.